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CHILDREN'S LITERATURE:
Views and Reviews
by Jane M. Bingham, Oakland University
Summer time is a good time to
"catch up" on lots of things. It is an
especially good time to catch up on
"adult" books that you "always
wanted to read but didn't have time
for" as well as some of the best recent
books for children.
Some of the older but excellent
books for adult reading include the
provocative but stimulating The Disney Version by Richard Schickel. Former film writer for Life magazine,
Schickel writes · knowledgeably about
Disney's rise to fame and fortune; he
analyzes the Disney talent and puts it
in its proper commercial and artistic
perspective, pointing out that Disney
was often long on commercialism while
sometimes short on artistry and integrity.
A very different sort of reading
would be Madeleine L'Engles's Circle
of Quiet. In this reflective book, the
Newberry Award winrring author (A
Wrinkle in Time) shares her insight
about writing, religion, and the meaning of life. In still another book by
L'Engle, The Summer of the Great
Grandmother, she shares the last
months of her mother's life - and
eventual death - with the reader. The
author takes the reader through a good
bit of her interesting family history,
focusing finally on the intimate relationship her mother's last illness and
death brought to the whole family. A
moving and inspirational book.
A quite unique type of book with
its own kind of inspiration is Myra
Cohn Livingston's When You Are
Alone/It Keeps You Capone; An Approach to Creative Writing with Children. This book is based on the author's
work with children over a fifteen-year
period and stems from the belief that
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one cannot teach children to write
poetry. One can only develop the
sensitivities in each child so the child
learns to speak in his . own unique
voice, and one should only provide the
child with the best poetry in order to
immerse him in many ideas, types,
forms, letting him find his own form
through experiencing real poetry. The
author's insights are indeed refreshing.
She offers no easy solutions, no fill-in
the-blanks patterns; she makes it clear
that no one approach works for all.
But she insists that children who have
heard poetry, who have felt its power
as revealed through a teacher who is
emotionally involved with the words
and rhythms, are quite likely to create
poetry that is worthy of the word.
A light, but generally delightful
piece of summer reading fare would
be Christopher Robin Milne's The Enchanted Places. The grown-up Christopher Robin presents his father in an
intimate-portrait. He shows the creator
of Winnie-the-Pooh and the Christopher Robin stories and verses as a
multi-faceted human being - not always the wisest of fathers nor even the
most doting. In the process of creating
the portrait of the father, the author
also reveals the personality of himself,
the son. Their relationship was sometimes aloof and strained, sometimes especially in the later years - warm
and intimate. It would seem that as a
child Christopher Robin Milne felt, at
least, that he was far more often
observed by his father than part of his
father's central concerns. All of which
was probably true. To all Milne devotees, the book says much - particularly
between the lines.
If you'd like to bone up on some
material to help you get inspired for
fall teaching, get a copy of Creative

Graham, Lorenz. Song of the Boat,
Crowell, 1975. An African villager's son is responsible for
restoring his father's canoe. Story
is told in simple folk speech.
Martel, Cruz. Yaqua Days, Dial,
1976. A Puerto-Rican boy visits
his parents' hometown.
Thomas Ianthe. Walk Home Tire,
Billy Jenkins, Harper, 1974. An
older girl tries to encourage Billy
to walk home with her by creating appealing, imaginative ways
of traveling.
Uchida, Yoshiko. The Birthday Visitor, Scribner, 1975. A JapaneseAmerican child ends up having a
nice birthday in spite of having a
visiting minister from Japan interrupt her birthday.
For older readers, here is a list of
worthwhile books dealing with older
"minority" group children. All of these
books are more fully reviewed in
Language Arts, the Bulletin of Interracial Books for Children, and the
Horn Book Magazine.
Greenfield, Eloise, Paul Robeson,
Crowell, 1975. A brief introduction to Paul Robeson's childhood years and to some of his
adult accomplishments.
Hamilton, Virginia. Paul Robeson:
The Life and Times of a Free
Black Man, Harper, 1974. A
well-researched, sensitive biography which traces Robeson's concert and acting careers and his
participation in international social movements.
Mathis, Sharon Bell. The Hundred
Penny Box, Viking, 1975. A
young boy's understanding and
devoted relationship with his
hundred-year old grandmother
is tersely and tenderly told. (Caldecott Medal winners Leo and
Diane Dillon did the sepia-toned
watercolors.)
Mohr, Nicholasa. El Bronx Remembered: A Novella and Stories,
Harper, 1975 Chekov-like nar-

Dramatics for the Classroom Teacher
by Ruth Beall Heinig and Linda Stillwell of Western Michigan University.
It is an excellent methods book which
provides all of the basics a teacher
needs to get going and to carry a creative dramatics project through to a
successful conclusion. And it's the
kind of book that instills confidence
as well.
So much for reading "adult" books.
Now for some recent children's books
that are worth your time as well as the
children's.
First, have you seen the 1975 Caldecott and Newbery winners? The Caldecott Medal winner, Why Mosquitoes
Buzz in People's Ears by Verna Aardema, a Michigan writer and storyteller, illustrated by Leo and Diane
Dillon, is an African folk tale which is
a bit violent in that it includes the
death of a baby owl who dies in a
chain-reaction narrative - as well as
the ultimate death of the mosquito!
However, the unique illustrations and
repetitive text which uses unusual
onomatapoetic words makes for a stunning book.
Susan Cooper's The Gray King, the
1975 Newbery Medal book, is the
fourth book in the author's "The Dark
is Rising" series. Other books in the
series include The Dark is Rising,
Greenwitch, and Over Sea Over Stone.
A fifth book in the series is forthcoming.
For the younger set, here is a list of
worthwhile books dealing with young
"minority" group children. All of these
books are reviewed more fully in
Language Arts (formerly Elementary
English) the Bulletin of Interracial
Books for Children, and the Horn Book
Magazine.
Baylor, Byrd, The Desert Is Theirs,
Scribner, 1975. Poetic text and
appropriate illustrations (by
Peter Parnall) focuses on the
theme that "the desert gives
what it can to each of its children."
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ratives that reveal the universal
emotions of Puerto-Rican immigrants who lived in the South
Bronx between 1946 and 1956.
Author's other work includes
Nilda, a novel which deals with a
Puerto-Rican family's adjustment
to life in the inner city.
McKown, Robin. Opium War in
China, Watts, 1974. A well-written, well-researched anecdotal
history of the evolution of China
from the 19th century to the
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present. Breaks down sterotypes
of China as a submissive, opiumaddicted society.
Scott, John Anthony. Fanny Kemble's America, Dell, 1975. The
Shakespearean 19th century British• actress shares her thoughts
on slavery through her anti-slavery journal.
Wilkinson, Brenda. Ludell, Harper,
1975. A fifth-grade Georgia girl's
keen perceptions expose the
harsh life in her hometown.

